
Rethink Waste High Peak 

 

𝗪𝗵𝗮혁 𝗵𝗮혀 𝗯𝗲𝗲𝗻 𝗵𝗮𝗽𝗽𝗲𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗶𝗻 *𝗪𝗮혀혁𝗲* 혁𝗵𝗶혀 𝘆𝗲𝗮𝗿 𝗶𝗻 𝗡𝗲𝘄 𝗠𝗶𝗹𝗹혀? 

When the Community Conversation happened,  a group called 'Rethink Plastic High 

Peak' had already been established. It seemed logical to rename the group and extend 

its remit, so it became Rethink Waste High Peak. 

RWHP's first action was to recruit new members. 

During the year we have established good channels of communication with AES, who 

are the contractors who manage HPBC waste and recycling. We have learnt a lot about 

the complexities and difficulties of recycling! 

One of HPBC's recycling targets is to increase the number of households using their 

green bins to recycle food waste. Using repurposed catering containers and 

compostable liners, supplied by HPBC, RWHP offered these basic kits free on 

Facebook. We have had a good response and distributed twenty tubs and supplies of 

bags around New Mills. When we are able we will hold a pop up stall and hopefully 

extend this to shoppers, maybe when the sun is shining! 

In October last year, @NewMillsFashionWeek was held. A fabulous week of online 

events from a group of women in New Mills who love their clothes and are also 

concerned about the impact of the fashion industry. 

The Mend, Make and Meet group have also been mending and making throughout 

lockdown! 

Recently, a New Mills Lend-a-Hand Community facebook group has formed - people can 

offer to lend items, ask to borrow items and to lend-a-hand by offering to help with small 

jobs! 

And, of course, New Mills now has it's very own zero waste shop - the wonderful Miller's 

Refillers!  The Torrs: Refillers 

𝗪𝗵𝗮혁 𝘄𝗶𝗹𝗹 𝗯𝗲 𝗵𝗮𝗽𝗽𝗲𝗻𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗶𝗻 *𝗪𝗮혀혁𝗲* 𝗶𝗻 혁𝗵𝗲 𝗻𝗲𝘅혁 𝘆𝗲𝗮𝗿 𝗶𝗻 𝗡𝗲𝘄 𝗠𝗶𝗹𝗹혀? 

We hope to build on contacts from outside New Mills and strengthen connections with 

schools again. 

The evidence about how comprehensively microplastics have become embedded in our 

environment continues to grow. Microplastic is found in our drinking water, our food, our 

soil streams, our air, and inevitable our bodies. We plan to raise awareness and start 

campaigning on this important issue. 

We hope to see the return of the brilliant Repair Cafe once Covid restrictions have eased 

and discussions have begun about the creation of a New Mills Library of Things! 

There are also plans to restart the Terracycle collections, as soon as it is legal and safe 

to do so using a different system. Keep an eye on Recycle More High Peak for details. 

𝗛𝗼𝘄 𝗰𝗮𝗻 𝗽𝗲𝗼𝗽𝗹𝗲 𝗴𝗲혁 𝗶𝗻𝘃𝗼𝗹𝘃𝗲𝗱? 

Contact Rethink Waste High Peak to get involved! 

Watch out for more New Mills Fashion Week events at Café Transition this April. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/316329419822040/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWei86FZ90Oi-7tGK95lw2D9yAJuZiOILYFXRh4LbJsGoZ_8VcZI7Bcgs1pYSLQfy9y8toqqh5FbhLsV-KyblHXXUqlNBQQ1QzlzWNo7-Y7TLWfjzsTSFcmzt641WNMEsl5sWXNy7qpGR-HUqmx-s5Tp61P9QenOW_aEcLpdy5cz79vmKzd59-UTq3kImxshNA&__tn__=-UK-R
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Join the Lend-a-Hand Community https://www.facebook.com/groups/newmillslendahand 

and Mend, Make and Meet  https://www.facebook.com/groups/MendMakeMeetNewMills 

Don't waste a minute, get involved! 
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